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Overview
TreeGen allows to generate near-realistic trees using L-Systems rules. Trees are generated on the 
click directly in Unity. Data is saved to the disk and can be used to recreate large forests.



Usage
This section contains usage information, which allows you to do first steps to start using TreeGen.

1. When TreeGen is downloaded, navigate to Assets/scenes to find TreeCreation scene. Double 
click on it to load the scene. After scene is loaded, you should see it similar like in the figure 
below:

2. Click LSystems in Hierarchy to find L-Systems script, which is prepared for testing. You should 
also see all script options in Inspector now as in the figure below:



3. Scroll down to the bottom of script options. Find “Create Tree” button and click it. You should get 
first default spruce tree created and visible in inspector and camera views:



4. You can click run to check how the tree looks in game mode as well.

Parameters
Parameters allows you to set up and customise you tree. Most of parameters will be changing 
during script development process, so the best idea is to change values slightly from default ones 
and see how the tree will change. Once you happy with setup, click “Create Tree” button to create 
a tree. Here is the set of more important parameters:

1. [numIterations] sets up number of iterations in the tree. Larger numIterations, bigger trees you 
will get.

2. [texture] the texture of the bark.
3. [numBranchesToSpread] number of branches, which spread from the trunk at single location.
4. [leafSize] the size of the leafs.
5. [nLeafSegments] number of segments in the branch from its end to fill with leafs.
6. [nLeafs] number of leafs in each segment.
7. [numOfPlants] (incomplete) allows to create more than one tree in the scene.

Curves are used to set up various relations between different parameters. To allow better flexibility, 
argument and equation can be used to fit the curve. User can input equations with simple algebra 
here to find out function values defined by equation. Equations are decoded using 
ExpressionParser, available here:
http://wiki.unity3d.com/index.php/ExpressionParser

1. [Crown Shape Distribution] allows to set up custom branching structure of the tree crown.
2. [Branches Distribution Shape] used to set up sub-branches crowding distribution.
3. [Trunk and Branches Thickening Shape] defines how fast branches and trunk is thickening by 

going from endings down to the stump.
4. [Trunk Branching Angle Shape] sets the angle distribution of branches spread from the trunk.
5. [Horizontal Sub-Branching Angle] sets the angle distribution of sub-branches spread from their 

parent branches.

Saving options. Saving and loading system allows to save your custom plant species and to use 
the later. This includes:
1. [Drop down list of species] the list of your defined and default species.
2. [Save field] used to assign the name for new species.
3. [Save button] used to save new species.

Saving system can be also easily used to share with other developers your generated species. To 
do so, just share Resources/treeTemplates/[treeName] files with your colleagues and they will be 
able to easily regenerate your species.

[Clean Up button] used to clean up trees placed on the scene. This does not delete data written 
into disk
[Create Tree button] used to create new tree on the scene and save its information into Resources/
trees/[treeName] directory.

Create Forest

CreateForest scene demonstrates how saved trees can be distributed on the terrain.
[treeName] - name used to load data from Resources/trees/[treeName] directory.
[numberOfPlants] - assigns number of iterations used to spawn plants.

http://wiki.unity3d.com/index.php/ExpressionParser


[minimumCriticalDistance] - minimum distance, bellow which neighbour trees are not spawned.
[treeSizes] - sizes of trees to be spawned.
[treeSizesVariation] - variation of sizes of trees to be spawned.

[Clean button] - cleans all trees, placed on the terrain.
[Generate button] - generates forest.

Forest generation can take a while, depending on how large is [numberOfPlants]. Here is how 
forest looks with numberOfPlants = 20000:

Meshes partitioning system allows to generate forests in a way to minimise draw calls. This results 
that scenes like this one runs smoothly at ~60 FPS even then there are several million polygons 
displayed in camera view.

As a result large amount of branches allows to get more realistic approach, what we are familiar to 
see in real nature.

References
Expression Parser used to allow user input mathematical expression to fit the curve:
http://wiki.unity3d.com/index.php/ExpressionParser

KDTree class used for neighbour searches to prevent spawning too close neighbours 
http://forum.unity3d.com/threads/29923-Point-nearest-neighbour-search-class

Perlin noise functions used for forest generation are based on:
http://devmag.org.za/2009/04/25/perlin-noise/ 
algorithms.
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